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Start
Welcome to your first small-group discussion of The Explicit Gospel. Begin the session 
with the activity below.

Several words in the English language have multiple definitions and uses. For example,  
the word strike can refer to both hitting something (in a fight) and missing something  
(in a baseball game).

Take a minute to think of a word that has multiple definitions. Write down as many of those 
definitions as you can think of in three to five minutes. At the end of the allotted time, 
consider sharing the results of your work with the rest of the group.

What first comes to mind when you hear the word gospel?

What are different definitions and uses of the word gospel in today’s culture?  
In the church?
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Watch
Complete the viewer guide below as you view DVD session 1.

Paul is just as concerned with              understanding the gospel  
as he is with non-Christians understanding the gospel. 

The gospel is not simply for those who          know Christ, but it’s just as much  
for those who     know Christ.

You were saved by          the gospel. 

So much of our lack of holiness goes back to a misunderstanding of the gospel and what  
it means to          in the gospel     .

When we stand up to             and we don’t give in to our flesh, that’s 
standing in the gospel.

To persevere to the end, you constantly preach the gospel to          .

God wove delight in our       into the fabric of creation to remind us of His deep  
and abiding          in us in Jesus Christ.

The gospel sustains us. We just have to          it sustains us.

God works in the middle of        .

God is making much of      in our salvation.

Your right standing before God is not built on you but on                .

 

Video sessions available for purchase at lifeway.com/explicitgospel
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Respond
Discuss the DVD segment with your group, using the questions below.

What struck you as new or interesting in the DVD segment?

Look at the definition you wrote earlier for the word gospel. What changes, if any,  
would you make to that definition after hearing Matt speak?

Do you agree that the gospel applies to those who know Christ as much as it applies  
to those who still need to experience salvation? Why or why not?

Summarize what it means to stand in the gospel as a follower of Jesus.

How would you describe your current understanding and practice of the gospel: crawling  
like a wounded soldier, taking your first steps, walking confidently, or running?

What obstacles or attitudes are holding you back from advancing in your understanding  
and practice of the gospel?

Identify one action you could take this week to move beyond those obstacles and attitudes. 
If you’re willing, share that action with the group. 
 

Suggested Scripture memory for this week: 1 CORINTHIANS 15:1-2

Now brothers, I want to clarify for you the gospel I proclaimed to you; you received it  
and have taken your stand on it. You are also saved by it, if you hold to the message  
I proclaimed to you—unless you believed for no purpose.

Read week 1 and complete the activities before the next group experience.


